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creating global opportunities
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The evaluation of man has been the subject of intensive
investigation for centuries since Darwin has provided the
foundation with his theories.
Using tools has been interpreted as a sign of intelligence,
and it has been theorized that tool use may have stimulated
certain aspects of human evolution-most notably the
continued expansion of the human brain.

We would have
crawled on this earth
for a lot longer than
we have walked
on it, if we had not
shown desire to
invent, adopt, sustain
and survive.

The use of stones is believed to be the first ever used tool as
the simple tool for hammering, which became a steppingstone towards evolution of more and more tools of its kind.
This tool-making tradition lasted virtually unchanged for a
million years. Tools were made by breaking an angular rock
with a “hammer stone” to give simple, sharp-edged stone
flakes for chopping and slicing.
Making sparks while hammering stone is common. This tool
lead to fire making. Humans were no longer dependent on
nature sources of fire and that ignited the desire to evolve.
This tool also led to invent wheel, the most crucial invention
of mankind responsible for today’s modern technological
development.
The way humans make and use tools is perhaps what sets
our species apart more than anything else. Now scientists
are more and more uncovering the forces that drove our
lineage to our heights of tool use — and how tool use, in
turn, might have influenced our evolution.

Gain from
the past

For a million years
we keep staring in
the sky with utter
curiosity. Imagine
today the men who
took years to travel
across the cities are
moving towards
the farthest in the
universe

The word “technology” encompasses meaning: tools and
instruments to enhance human ability to shape nature and
solve problems (such as a hammer and nail), knowledge
of how to create things or how to solve problems (such as
to brew coffee or to make an atomic bomb), and culture
(our understanding of the world, our value systems).
Historically, the emergence of human civilization has
been closely connected to the development of tools for
hunting, agriculture, irrigation and water management,
and navigation.
It is evident that technology touches each and every facet
of our lives. Be it the way we live or the way we work, be it
the way we learn or the way we travel. Technology today
is the most important part of our existence.
Life is hard to imagine without technological innovations
and engineering. We use them every day, and we are
doing it for a very long time. Our ancestors made the first
stone tools at least 2.5 million years ago, long before
modern humans evolved. Since then, our ability to invent
has taken us far beyond our basic need for food and
shelter. Yet many of the tools we use today spring from old
traditions. We often innovate by learning from the past.

sync with
the presence

The fabric of future
will be woven
by thousands of
innovations, millions
of minds and endless
desire to evolve into
much better human
version.
Will it be call the rise
of machines or rise of
mankind.

Present trends and developments are projected into a story
about what the future might look like and how we might get
there. It may need a “deep change” processes in individuals,
institutions, society, values, and very likely technological
developments.
Developing the “right” future depends both on far-sighted
and entrepreneurial individuals and on a deep insight in
technological opportunities and societal consequences.
Appropriate technologies and traditional and indigenous
technologies have proved to be of enormous value for
the development of a new technological paradigm.
The combination of early twenty-first century high-tech
developments with the principles
embodied in appropriate technology, and the knowledge
and wisdom of traditional technologies

invent
the future

explore
current & future technologies

collaborate
lead
with world’s leading technology makers

to a better future

2015
India’s largest engineering & technology trade-show
engineering | machine tools | emerging technologies | innovations

17 years
11shows
5000+
participants
1
million+
visitors & beneficiaries
50000+
sq mtr of venue
1 billion $+

business turn around

creating global opportunities
Participation & visitors from
Japan, Germany, USA, UK, Austria, Italy
Spain, Canada, Switzerland, Netherlands, Australia
Singapore, Taiwan, Korea, China, Hongkong,
Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, UAE, Turkey, Egypt,
Poland, Czech Republic, Ukraine

ENGIMACH has always delivered more than
promised and has achieved more than expectations.
Being the most reputed and trusted technology show
in India, with recent edition of ENGIMACH, all set for
setting higher benchmarks. ENGIMACH 2015 will
continue the legacy of success with incorporating
more and more international participation.
ENGIMACH 2015 is expecting more than 2000+
company participation from more than 25 countries
and it will be held at massive 1,00,000+ sq mtr
exhibition area. Yet another leap forward towards
becoming a true international event.
ENGIMACH 2015 is dedicated to technology and
innovations. It will witness the never seen before
products, processes, technology, emerging
innovations, active participation of automobile
companies, knowledge sharing and exchange with
world leaders, investment opportunities and business
tie-ups.

2 edition
th

(1997 to 2015)

Seventeen years of partnership, trust and success

When one technology
becomes obsolete, it is
replaced with a different,
better technology. Technology
needs constant evaluation. It
is important for companies to
be in tune with future’s need
than rely on yesterday’s block
buster.
ENGIMACH is not just a show to trade but it is a platform to
see, understand and learn where the industry is heading to.

ENGIMACH focus sectors
MACHINE TOOLS AUTOMOBILE MACHINERY
AND
COMPONENTS
POWER
GENERATION
DIE AND MOULD ROBOTICS AUTOMATION
INSTRUMENTATION ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS
EARTH MOVING MACHINERY HAND TOOLS
CUTTING TOOLS POWER TOOLS TESTING AND
MEASURING EQUIPMENT PLANT & MACHINERY
CNC & SPMS ROBOTICS TEXTILE MACHINERY
HYDRAULICS PNEUMATICS AIR COMPRESSOR
WIELDING CONSUMABLE GEARS MOTORS AND
DRIVES PUMPS AND VALVES ENERGY INDUSTRIAL
MACHINERY & PARTS MATERIAL HANDLING
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY LASER CUTTING
MACHINES AND MANY MORE

important dates
Payment Schedule
50% Down payment

Against Booking Confirmation

Balance 50%

Before 30th October, 2015

(Delay payment penalty)
After due date ` 1,000/per sq mtr per week
Final Payment 30th
October, 2015

Participation Cancellation Charges
25% of total participation cost

30th March, 2015

50% of total participation

30th June, 2015

75% of total participation

30th October, 2015

Other Important Dates
Exhibitors product profile for
participant directory

30th October, 2015

For final payment

30th October, 2015

To submit additional service
requirement form

30th October, 2015

Specification of loading/
unloading

30th October, 2015

Stall possession
( Bare space )

1st December, 2015

Stall possession
( Shell Type )

2nd December, 2015

Exhibit removal

7th December, 2015 (After Exhibition)
8th December, 2015 (Before 11 am)

Deadline to complete exhibit
transfer and stall decoration
before 9 p.m. on 2nd
December 2015. Transfer of
material/goods will not be
allowed during exhibition

participation cost
Participation Cost
Standard Booth (per sq mtr)

Bare Space (per sq mtr)

Indian

` 12,650/-

` 11,500/-

Foreign

$ 300

$ 275

Dealers/ Agency

` 13,800/-

` 12,650/-

Security Deposit: `10,000 (Refundable)
Standard Booth:
The smallest stall (booth) size is 9 sq mtr (3m x 3m with standard facilities)*
Standard Facilities Includes: Participation charges cover position, facia with the exhibitors
name, two chairs, one table, one dustbin, carpet flooring, etc. Electricity charges for three
spot lights and one 5 amp plug. One copy of the exhibitors Souvenir, three exhibitor
badges on every 9 sq mtr stall. The Organizers will arrange general security for the
exhibition hall, and insurance coverage of the exhibition halls in general.
Bare Space:
The smallest stall (booth) size is 36 sq mtr (6m x 6m)
(Exhibitors have to construct their own designed stall)
Premium Space cost:
2 Sides Open 15% Extra | 3 Sides Open 25% Extra

| 4 Sides Open 30% Extra

additional requirement cost
Additional Requirement - Compressor

Power

3 CFM with 100 psi
(per connection)

6 CFM with 100 psi
(per connection)

10 CFM with 100 psi
(per connection)

Indian

` 12,500/-

` 16,500/-

` 20,500/-

Indian

Foreign

$ 300

$ 400

$ 500

Foreign

Service Tax
14.00% (K AND D Communication Ltd. S.T.No. AABCK6913AST001)

3 Phase Power
(per HP)

` 3,000/$ 100

organize. manage.
success stories recognized globally

India’s leading trade platforms

develop.
state-of-the-art insfrastructure

Delivered more than what was promised...
Achieved more than what was expected...
The most reputed and trusted name in exhibition
organizers in India.

K and D’s journey is driven by values; those which have led us this
far and which will lead us further ahead. We at K and D practice
ethical value-based conduct in business. K and D is actively involved in
organizing national and international level trade fairs and exhibitions
for a diverse industry spectrum. It is also one of the most reputed name
in India. K and D has been known for connecting the dots together…
dots that mean dreams values, success, growth and future.

collaborations and open marketplaces to source ideal solutions. In
sum, K and D Communication is opening the doorway to the global
marketplace.

With a humble beginning in 1997, with just a few companies
and a strong desire to be the best in the business, today K and D
Communication has earned its name as India’s leading exhibition
organizer with a tremendous success story.

Through its worldwide networking, pre-emptive planning and execution,
intelligent space management and meticulous control of macro and
micro level logistics, the group ensures that every participant gains from
such platforms. The extraordinary care that goes into every aspect of
the event and the gains that participating companies have garnered in
real terms, have made K and D Communication a permanent name
in corporate calendars of hundreds of companies across India and
abroad.

Through committed endeavor and a no-compromise attitude to quality,
K and D Communication Limited is on a drive to expand the scope of
exhibitions – to expand to truly global platforms.
K and D offers an ideal launchpad for new ideas, products and
services, conducive platforms for forging joint ventures and

K and D Communication has taken an intiative to build India’s largest,
technologically superior, ultra-modern and state-of-the-art exhibition
center. The Exhibition Center in Gandhinagar, Gujarat will have
1,02,000 sq mtr of exhibtion & convention area for hosting large scale
exhibitions and trade shows.

Knowledge and expertise are two keys that open the door to success. The
Journey to Success isn’t easy enough, it needs a great amount of dedication,
commitment and continual efforts. Our journey began with a dream, connected
to our values, earned us trust, made us an expert and finally we tasted success.

success

stories

SRI LANKA PLAST
INTERNATIONAL PLASTICS EXHIBITION

WORLD SUMMIT

2015

lead to a better future
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